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Issues and Programs List – Complete Each Quarter
Purpose: On this form, summarize a list of several issues, which confront your community, and the programs 
you ran to address each. See 73.3526 (a) (9) or 73.3527 (a) (7). Do not rely on PSAs to satisfy this requirement. 
While an FCC inspector may not object, PSAs have little value if your license renewal is challenged!

Station: WXAV 88.3FM Chicago Date: Jan 30 - Feb 2022     

(retain for seven years from above)

DURING THE PAST QUARTER, THE ISSUES SHOWN BELOW HAVE BEEN SIGINFICANT TO OUR COMMUNITY. 
WE RAN THE PROGRAMS INDICATED TO ADDRESS THEM. (   1  Quarter, 20 22 )

Issue:   A world of space geysers and what lies beneath   
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  1.30.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): From Venus to Pluto, our solar system 
contains a myriad of planets, moons and other bodies whose surfaces are covered in snow and ice made of water and other exotic stuff. 
Saturn’s moon Enceladus is among the most intriguing. Colin Meyer, Jacob Buffo and their associates have modeled its ice and the 
plumes that emanate from the moon’s south pole. These geysers may not originate in the ocean deep below. Bruce Betts keeps us out 
there with a Titanic random space fact and a new space trivia contest.

Issue:   Nobel laureate John Mather: The promise of the James Webb Space Telescope  
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  2.6.22      Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): The JWST’s instruments have been 
turned on. Now begins the months-long preparation for observations that will reveal our universe as never before. 2006 Nobel Prize 
for Physics laureate John Mather is the senior project scientist for the new telescope. He shares his hope for what’s to come and a look 
back at how this mighty instrument came to be. He and Mat Kaplan also take a deep dive into the origin of the cosmos. Bruce Betts 
says early risers have a treat waiting for them in the predawn sky.

Issue:   The weather on brown dwarfs, and worlds on the eve of destruction   
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  2.13.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration:      30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Astrophysicists Sam Grunblatt 
and Johanna Vos are colleagues at the American Museum of Natural History in New York. Sam’s team has dis-
covered giant worlds that are about to be devoured by their expanding stars, while Johanna has detected weather 
on brown dwarfs, those plentiful worlds that are bigger than planets but smaller than stars. Later, Bruce Betts 
takes the Olympics beyond the edge of our solar system with this week’s space trivia contest.

Issue:   Saving the world one telescope at a time: The Shoemaker NEO grant winners  
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  2.20.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): The Planetary Society has awarded 
another eight Gene Shoemaker near-Earth object grants to outstanding amateur astronomers and observatories around the world. We’ll 
meet the only United States recipient after chief scientist Bruce Betts tells us about the program. Bruce will then return with Mat Ka-
plan for yet another What’s Up tour of the sky and a new space trivia contest.


